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Plants Vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare 2
is a cartoony third-person shooter that
pits flowers and other flora against
formerly living humans. But as
shooters go, this isn't nearly as intense
or bloody as most. Most of the guns
are cartoony, which makes the combat
feel more like paintballs than anything
you'd see in a real war.

The Deadly Tower of Monsters is an
action/adventure game that
parodies classic late-night '70s
science-fiction movies. Players
make their way up the titular
"Deadly Tower of Monsters," fighting
against giant gorillas, fire-breathing
dinosaurs, toxic-waste monsters,
flying saucers, and more. The
violence in the game is framed as
scenes from the faux "movie," with
actors in all the roles.

Abzu is an adventure game focusing
on exploration and discovery under the
surface of the ocean. The game leaves
players to their own devices, without
any scripted dialogue, leaving both
discoveries and events open to
interpretation. The game spotlights the
ocean life that lives around the
underwater ruins, including having the
player interact with those creatures.

Blackwood Crossing is a first-person
adventure about sadness after a
loss, growing up, and letting go of
the past.
There are no enemies to fight, high
scores to beat, or inappropriate
content; just an environment to
explore and observe and characters
to listen to.

Child of Light is a turn-based roleplaying game with a cast composed
mostly of strong female characters,
including a young princess, her friends,
and several female villains. The
heroines are clever, caring,
resourceful, and independent. In battle
they and their male companions wield
swords and magic, but there's no gore
or sensational violence.

Middle School Confidential 1: Be
Confident in Who You Are is a book
app about a group of friends who
help bolster one another's selfesteem in the face of teasing,
bullying, or mere self-doubt. These
young protagonists feel bad about
themselves because of their height,
weight, grades, athletic skills, selfimage, etc. But their friends always
know what to say to turn things
around and give them perspective.

Mayan Mysteries is a story-based
game in which players follow explorers
on their journey to discover various
artifacts and uncover details about the
Mayan culture. Players read a lot about
the Mayan civilization, from its
geographical details to its historical
significance, and everything in
between. Along the way, the game
quizzes players about what they have
read, and they must answer questions
correctly in order to continue.

Stop Disasters! is a free online
simulation games where kids will
watch a disaster happen to a
community from a top-down
perspective. After preparing for the
ensuing disaster, kids watch a wild
fire engulf homes and burn them to
the ground, or a hurricane blow off
the top of buildings.

Mirror's Edge Catalyst is a first-person
free-running action game set in a
futuristic dystopia with relatively little
violence. The game's heroine, a strong,
smart woman, fights when she must,
but she uses only her fists and feet
rather than weapons and refrains from
killing enemies. She even speaks out
against violence when talking to more
radicalized elements of the rebellion.

Rocket League is a soccer game
with cars. Driving dune buggies,
sports cars, trucks, and even an old
roadster, players have to bump a
really, really large ball into a very
big goal. You can do a little hop
move like a soccer player jumping
up to do a header, and you can
even turn or flip your car in mid-hop
to knock the ball into, or away from,
the goal.

